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Course Description 

 
Critical thinking, expressed through solid research and clear writing, serves as the foundation for all 
academic and professional pursuits. The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the basics of 
research and writing at the graduate level and prepare them for research courses in Media Arts. The 
course introduces key theories, a diversity of voices, and foundational methodological approaches from 
several disciplines in the arts, humanities, and social sciences that have contributed to the disciplinary 
tradition of Media Arts. Students will develop these skills through research, critical reading, and writing. 
 
Learning Objectives 

 

1. To advance knowledge of the field of Media Arts: 

A. Understand how media researchers advance the field and industry through 
research and inquiry 

B. Describe and compare the major research methods and analytical approaches in 
Media Arts 

C. Incorporate diverse, silenced, and historically marginalized voices in the field of 
Media Arts 

2. To advance research skills for Media Arts: 

A. Strengthen information access and curation skills by gathering and evaluating 
diverse info 

B. Strengthen collaboration, creativity and critical thinking through activities that 
require the synthesis of divergent ideas, information, and concepts 

C. Understand the importance of research ethics and integrate ethics into the 
research process 

3. To advance writing skills for Media Arts: 

A. Identify a meaningful research topic 
B. Select an appropriate methodological or analytical approach 
C. Evaluate existing research that uses one of the primary research methods in the 

field 
D. Propose a research study 
E. Apply those same methods in peer evaluation 

 
 
 
 



Required Texts (e-book or paperback acceptable) 
 

1. Media Research Methods: Audience, Institutions, Texts, 2nd Edition – Ina Bertrand and Peter 
Hughes (2017) 

2. Keywords for Media Studies – Laurie Ouellette and Jonathan Gray (2017) 
3. The Craft of Research, 4th Edition – Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, Joseph Williams, Joseph 

Bizup, and William T. Fitzgerald (2016) 
4. Monograph of your choice (see midterm exam for book requirements) 
5. All peer-reviewed journal articles will be available on Canvas 

 
Communication 

 
Office Hours  

• In-person: Thursdays 2:00-3:00 in RTFP 237 
• Virtual: Wednesdays 1:00-2:00 via Zoom 

o Personal Meeting Room for Virtual Office Hours: [redacted] 
Email: jacqueline.vickery@unt.edu 

• I typically respond to emails within 24 hours 
• I do not respond to email on weekends or after 6:30 p.m. You are welcome to email me at these 

times, but expect a reply the next day. 
• I do not respond to email questions that you can find the answer to via other resources I have 

provided for you (e.g. the syllabus or the assignment sheet). If you miss class, it is your 
responsibility to get notes from another student. 

• Beyond simple clarification questions, I cannot discuss grades via email; if you are concerned 
about your grade come talk to me during office hours. 

Assignments & Evaluation 
 
Total = 100 Points  

• 3 Essays = 20% 
• Midterm Exam = 15% 
• Research Proposal = 50% 
• Peer Reviews = 5% 
• Participation =10% 

 
Essays 
 
The essays are intended to introduce you to the field of Media Arts. These can be customized to fit your 
personal interests and to align with your respective degree program.  
 

• Essay #1 - 5 points 
o Review 2 media arts conferences or festivals of your choice 

• Essay #2 - 5 points 
o Review and compare 3 media arts journals of your choice  

• Essay #3 - 10 points 
o Choose 5 keywords to answer the question, "what is media studies?"   

mailto:jacqueline.vickery@unt.edu
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507557
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507620
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507692


Midterm  
 
You will apply what you have learned about media research methods and the field to a media arts to a 
monograph of your choice. Books should align with your personal interest and degree program and 
must meet certain criteria. All book selections must get approval at least 2 weeks prior to the exam.  
 
You may choose any media arts topic of interest so long as the book meets the following criteria:  
 

• published between 2012-2022 
• written by a media scholar and/or privileges media methods, theories, and approaches  
• published by an academic press or reputable commercial press for a scholarly audience  
• addresses scholarship, topics, approaches, and/or voices that have been historically 

marginalized or underrepresented in the field  
• available in the UNT library or online for free (aka Google books or open access) or already 

owned by Dr. Vickery 
o If not, then you must provide a copy to Dr. Vickery; this can be your personal copy that 

you can submit with the exam and I will return to you after grading the exam 
 
Research Proposal 
 
The research proposal is designed to prepare you for academic writing in all future studies classes in the 
department and to prepare you for comprehensive exams or the written thesis. The topic and structure 
should reflect your personal interests and the goals of your respective degree program. 

• Research Topic & Question - 3 points 
• Annotated Bibliography - 6 points 
• Literature Review - 10 points 
• Methods, Object(s) of Analysis, & Ethical Considerations - 10 points 
• Thesis Statement - 5 points  
• Final Proposal - 16 points  

 
Peer Reviews  
 
Peer review is the bedrock of building scholarship and pivotal to academic publishing. Learning how to 
provide constructive feedback is a skill that takes ample practice. You will have the opportunity to help 
your peers strengthen their research and writing skills through peer reviews, while also benefiting from 
their review. I am not grading your draft, only the quality of your review.  

• Review drafts from 2 peers - 5 points  
 
Participation  
 
As graduate students you are expected to come to class prepared to positively contribute and value to 
scholarly conversations. For 11 weeks, you can earn up to 1 point for participation. I take your 10 
highest scores, meaning you can miss 1 class without penalty. If you experience extenuating 
circumstances that affect your ability to successfully participate in the course, please come talk to me 
ASAP.  
 

https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507795
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507800
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507802
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507843
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507905
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507808
https://unt.instructure.com/courses/71566/assignments/1507806


You are being evaluated on the quality of your weekly participation, not merely the quantity of 
participation. To earn full credit for participation, your contributions should make references to the key 
points in the readings in a meaningful way, engage respectfully and analytically with what your peers 
and I say, and evidence insight into the topics discussed. The ability to make connections between 
readings and build on earlier concepts will be heavily weighted. 
 
To create opportunities for the entire class to speak, there may be times I do not call on you or I redirect 
tangents toward more productive conversations. 
 
Merely showing up to class without meaningful participation will earn you no more than 50% on your 
participation grade.  Your grade will be adversely affected even further for coming to class unprepared, 
sleeping, being distracted (aka being on your phone), and/or arriving late or leaving early. 
 
Grading Scale 
 

• A: 90-100 points (Outstanding, excellent work. The student performs well above the minimum 
criteria) 

• B: 80-89 points (Good, impressive work. The student performs above the minimum criteria) 
• C: 70-79 points (Solid, college-level work. The student meets the criteria) 
• D: 60-69 points (Below average work. The student fails to meet the minimum criteria) 
• F: Fewer than 60 points (Sub-par work. The student fails to complete the assignment) 

  
Late Work Policy  
 
All assignments are due as specified in the syllabus and on Canvas. If you are unable to complete your 
work on time, you must talk to me BEFORE you miss the deadline. I can usually accommodate 
extensions, but only if you communicate your needs ahead of time. 
Note: 

• the research proposal is designed with a scaffolding approach, meaning the assignments build 
on each other to prepare you for the next step. If you get behind, it can be difficult to move 
forward, so extensions are not always possible.  
 

A late assignment that has not been granted an extension will lose one full letter grade for each day it’s 
late. Assignments without prior approval, will not be accepted after 3 days; you will receive an 
automatic zero for that assignment.  
 
Technical difficulties submitting work ARE NOT an excuse for late work. If you have problems, consult 
the Guide to Canvas, ask a classmate for help, Google the issue for some troubleshooting tips, or if all 
else fails, contact the UNT Canvas support desk (Links to an external site.). If you experience technical 
difficulties submitting an assignment right up to the deadline then you should email me the completed 
assignment prior to the deadline and provide documentation of the issue (e.g. take a screenshot of the 
error message etc.). 
 
 
 
 
 



Tentative Schedule 
 

Week Read Assignments  
 

Week 1: Aug. 30 
Introduction 

N/A  

Week 2: Sept. 6 
Intro to the Field of 
Media Arts 

1. Chapters 1 & 2 in Media Research Methods 
  

2. Keywords: class; discourse; feminism; 
gender; hegemony; identity; ideology; 
othering; power; queer; race 
 

 

Week 3: Sept. 13 
Researching 
Audiences, Part 1  

1. Chapters 3 & 4 in Media Research Methods  
 
2. Keywords: affect; audience; citizenship; fan; 

interactivity; intersectionality; 
personalization; popular; public; taste 
 

Essay #1 due Sept. 13 

Week 4: Sept. 20 
Researching 
Audiences, Part 2 

1. Chapter 5 in Media Research Methods  
 

2. “Racialized Documentary Reception of Ken 
Burns’ Jazz” – Hector Amaya (2008) 
 

3. ““We Shouldn't Have to Trend to Make You 
Listen”: Queer Fan Hashtag Campaigns as 
Production Interventions – Annemarie 
Navar-Gill & Mel Stanfill (2018)  
 

 

Week 5: Sept. 27 
Researching Media 
Industries, Part 1 

1. Chapters 6 & 7 in Media Research Methods  
 

2. Keywords: celebrity; convergence; flow; 
globalization; industry; infrastructure; labor; 
nation; policy; production 
 

Essay #2 due Sept. 27 

Week 6: Oct. 3 
Researching Media 
Industries, Part 2 

1. Chapter 8 in Media Research Methods  
 

2. “Scripting Black Gayness: Television 
Authorship in Black-Cast Sitcoms” – Alfred J. 
Martin (2014) 
 

3.  “Netflix in Mexico: An Example of a Tech 
Giant’s Transnational Business Strategies” – 
Rodrigo Gomez and Argelia Munoz Larroa 
(2022)  
 

 



Week 7: Oct. 11 
Researching Media 
Texts, Part 1 

1. Chapters 9 & 10 in Media Research Methods  
 

2. Keywords: access; aesthetic; appropriation; 
author; gaze; genre; realism; 
representations; stereotype; text 
 

Essay #3 due Oct. 11 

Week 8: Oct. 18 
Researching Media 
Texts, Part 2 

1. Chapter 11 in Media Research Methods  
 

2. “Sexual Violence, Feminist Anger, and Teen 
TV’s New Heroine” – Kristina Bruning (2021),  

 
3. “Animating Feminist Anger: Economies of 

Race and Gender in Reaction GIFs” – Rachel 
Kuo (2019)  
 

Midterm book selection due 
Oct. 18  

Week 9: Oct. 25 
Research Topics, 
Problems, and 
Questions  
 

• Chapters 3 & 4 in Craft of Research  

Week 10: Nov. 1 
Take Home Midterm 
Exam 
 

N/A Midterm Exam due Nov. 1 

Week 11: Nov. 8 
Finding and 
Evaluating Sources 

• Chapters 5 & 6 in Craft of Research Research Topic & Question 
due Nov. 8 
 
Election Day – go vote if you 
are eligible!  

Week 12: Nov. 15 
Making an Argument  
 

• Chapters 7-9 in Craft of Research Annotated Bibliography due 
Nov. 15 

Week 13: Nov. 22 
Thanksgiving 
 

• No class; submit work on Canvas  Literature Review due Nov. 
22 

Week 14: Nov. 29 
Planning & Writing 
Your Argument  

• Chapters 12 & 13 in Craft of Research Method, Organization, & 
Ethical Consideration due 
Nov. 29 
 
Thesis Statement due Nov. 
29 

Week 15: Dec. 6  
Peer Reviews  

N/A Proposal Draft due Dec. 6  
 
Peer reviews conducted in-
class 

Week 16: Dec. 13 
Finals Week 

N/A Final Proposal Due Dec. 13 



ESSAY #1: Festivals/Conferences  

M.A. students – choose media studies conferences 

M.F.A. students – choose film/media festivals 

Choose 2 conferences/festivals: 

• 1 should be attainable: a local, regional, student, or niche conference/festival with an acceptance 
rate, focus, and location that you could potentially attend in the next 2 years 

• 1 should be prestigious/aspirational: a prestigious and reputable national or international 
conference/festival that is highly legible in your field and relevant to your personal research 
interests or career aspirations that you would like to be able to attend as your career continues  

Describe the aim and scope of the conference or festival and its relevance to Media Arts 

You should include: 

• basic history of when and where it was started & who founded it (person, organization, or 
institution) 

• the submission process (length, formats, panels, papers, posters, etc.) 
• the acceptance rates & process (blind peer reviewed, jury reviewed, review board, etc.) 
• recent themes (if applicable) 
• frequency  
• recent & future locations 
• application deadlines & fees (put these deadlines on your calendar!) 
• notable scholars or filmmakers who have presented or given keynote addresses, won awards, 

featured their work, etc.) 
• relevance to the field and your personal academic and media interests  

Evaluation 

You will be assessed for your accuracy, thoroughness of research, and clarity of ideas. Your writing 
should be organized and clearly communicate your ideas without typos, syntax errors, run-ons, 
fragments, etc. 

 

ESSAY #2: Choose 3 media studies journals to review 

The journals must publish articles that privilege a media arts approach. They should be aligned with your 
personal interests, approaches, and industries/formats (i.e. documentary, film, television, feminism, 
youth, labor, policy, social media, production, etc.). and should be related to one another in some way 
(e.g. topic, approach, media format, etc.) 

For each journal, include basic information including: 

• history 



• aim and scope  
• acceptance rate and/or impact factor  
• format (open access, online, print) 
• editor(s) 
• publication frequency 
• basic submission requirements  
• review process  
• notable scholars who have published and/or most cited articles  

After describing the journals, briefly reflect on how they collectively contribute to your understanding of 
the field of media arts: 

• In what ways are they similar or different in terms of theory, method, focus, etc.? 
• How do they contribute to your personal understanding of the field of media arts broadly? 
• How do they help you understand the history, trajectory, and development of the specific areas that 

you are interested in?  

Try to put information into your own words; make sure you quote and properly cite all words that are 
not your own.  

Evaluation 

You will be assessed on the accuracy, thoroughness, and clarity of ideas, including your understanding of 
the field. You are expected to write in an organized and clear manner free of typos, syntax errors, run-
ons, fragments, etc.  

ESSAY #3: What is Media Arts? 

Choose 5 keywords for media studies from your textbook. Put the 5 words in conversation with one 
another to answer the following question: "What is media studies?" There are many, many answers to 
this question - and answers will continue to change as the field advances - but how do the 5 words 
you've chosen help provide at least one answer to this question? Your answer can be as broad or 
focused as you'd like, so long as you are clearly and correctly engaging with the theory, approaches, 
methods, concepts, and analyses of our field.  

Your answer should:  

• address how the meanings, histories, and usage of the words intersect with and inform debates in 
media and society 

• explain how the words are useful lenses of analysis for advancing the field of media studies 
• identify any tensions, histories, key developments in how the words reflect historical and/or 

emerging changes in the field 
• indicate a clear understanding of the concepts you address and be informed by class readings and 

discussions  

 



Evaluation 

• You will be assessed on your ability to communicate a clear understanding of media arts as a field of 
study. I need to see that you correctly understand the concepts with which you are engaging - 
including historical context and emerging trends in the field. Y 

• our answer should rely not only on the Keywords, but should be informed by other class readings 
and discussions.  

• Properly cite all sources and identify scholars by name as appropriate.  
• Writing should be organized and easy to read, free of typos, syntax errors, run-ons, fragments, etc.  

Course Policies & Seeking Help 

 
Attendance & Participation   

For 11 weeks you can earn up to 1 point for attending AND participating in class discussions, exercises, 
and activities. You must meaningfully contribute to group, partner, and class discussions or activities in 
order to earn the full point. 

• Merely showing up to class without meaningful participation will earn you no more than 50% on 
your participation grade.   

• Your grade will be adversely affected even further for coming to class unprepared, sleeping, 
being distracted (aka being on your phone), and/or arriving late or leaving early. 

I drop your lowest participation score, including a “0” - this means you are granted one “free” 
absence during the semester without penalty or excuse. Think of it as PTO - I don't need proof or 
documentation. If you need a mental or physical health day, take it!  

Respect  

You are expected to show up prepared to participate in weekly discussions. At times, conversations may 
make you feel uncomfortable; this is an anticipated part of the growth and learning process. At all times, 
you are expected to treat each other and the instructor with respect. You are encouraged to challenge 
ideas, but I will not tolerate speech or behaviors that attack an individual or their 
community (including those based on group identities such as gender, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, and 
so forth). Show respect by giving your peers your full attention. In return, your peers will do you the 
favor of engaging with you while you speak. We all have the right to feel safe, respected, and welcomed 
in this classroom. Your suggestions are encouraged and appreciated.  
 
All students are expected and required to abide by the UNT Student Code of Conduct “to foster a safe 
environment conducive to learning and development. Students and university student groups are 
expected to conduct themselves in a manner that demonstrates respect for the rights and property of 
others and upholds the integrity of the university community….[The code ensures] the well-being, honor 
and dignity of all who live, learn and work in our educational community.”   



Chosen Names 

A chosen name is a name that a person goes by that may or may not match their legal name. If you have 
a chosen name that is different from your legal name and would like that to be used in class, please let 
me know. Below is a list of resources for updating your chosen name at UNT.  

o UNT Records (Links to an external site.) 
o UNT ID Card (Links to an external site.) 
o UNT Email Address (Links to an external site.) 
o Legal Name (Links to an external site.) 

*UNT euIDs cannot be changed at this time. The collaborating offices are working on a process to make 
this option accessible to UNT community members. 

Pronouns 

Pronouns (she/her, they/them, he/him, etc.) are a public way for people to address you, much like your 
name, and can be shared with a name when making an introduction, both virtually and in-person. Just 
as we ask and don’t assume someone’s name, we should also ask and not assume someone’s pronouns.  
You can add your pronouns to your Canvas account (Links to an external site.) so that they follow your 
name when posting to discussion boards, submitting assignments, etc. 
Below is a list of additional resources regarding pronouns and their usage: 

o What are pronouns and why are they important? (Links to an external site.) 
o How do I use pronouns? (Links to an external site.) 
o How do I share my pronouns? (Links to an external site.) 
o How do I ask for another person’s pronouns? (Links to an external site.) 
o How do I correct myself or others when the wrong pronoun is used? (Links to an external site.) 

 
Late Assignments  
 
All assignments are due as specified in the syllabus and on Canvas. If you are unable to complete your 
work on time, you must talk to me BEFORE you miss the deadline. I can usually accommodate 
extensions, but only if you communicate your needs ahead of time. No extensions will be granted after 
you miss a deadline.  
 
A late assignment that has not been granted an extension will lose one full letter grade for each day it’s 
late. Assignments without prior approval, will not be accepted after 3 days; you will receive an 
automatic zero for that assignment.  
 
Technical difficulties submitting work ARE NOT an excuse for late work. If you have problems, consult 
the Guide to Canvas, ask a classmate for help, Google the issue for some troubleshooting tips, or if all 
else fails, contact the UNT Canvas support desk (Links to an external site.). If you experience technical 
difficulties submitting an assignment right up to the deadline then you should email me the completed 
assignment prior to the deadline and provide documentation of the issue (e.g. take a screenshot of the 
error message etc.).  

https://registrar.unt.edu/transcripts-and-records/update-your-personal-information
https://sfs.unt.edu/idcards
https://sso.unt.edu/idp/profile/SAML2/Redirect/SSO;jsessionid=E4DCA43DF85E3B74B3E496CAB99D8FC6?execution=e1s1
https://studentaffairs.unt.edu/student-legal-services
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-18406-42121184808
https://www.mypronouns.org/what-and-why
https://www.mypronouns.org/how
https://www.mypronouns.org/sharing
https://www.mypronouns.org/asking
https://www.mypronouns.org/mistakes


Religious Holidays 

I try my best not to assign work that is due on or around religious holidays. However, If you will miss a 
work assignment or other project due to the observance of a religious holy day you will be given an 
opportunity to complete the work missed within a reasonable time after the absence. If you are going to 
miss an assignment, please let me know at the beginning of the semester. 

Academic Integrity 

Plagiarism, don’t do it. If I catch you plagiarizing or cheating on any part of any assignment – this 
includes the creation of websites, videos, music, papers, blogs, images, presentations, exams, etc. – I will 
report you to the Office of Academic Integrity and you will receive an automatic “0” on the assignment 
with no opportunity to make it up.  This could mean you fail the course, just don’t do it, it’s never worth 
it. If UNT determines this is not your first infraction you will automatically fail the course. Full 
policy. (Links to an external site.)  

Seeking Help 
 If you are facing challenges securing food or housing and believe this may affect your performance in 
this course, I urge you to contact the Dean of Students for support at deanofstudents@unt.edu or 940-
565-2648. The UNT Food Pantry (Links to an external site.) is free for all students.  
 
If you are struggling with mental health, an abusive relationship, trauma or PTSD, or other personal 
challenges that are negatively affecting your studies, I encourage you to contact the UNT counseling 
center at 940-565-2741 or the CARE team at 940-565-4373.  
Denton County Friends of the Family has a 24 hour crisis hotline for anyone experiencing relationship 
violence or abuse (940-383-7273). Cumberland Counseling & Family Services offers affordable/sliding 
scale counseling services to individuals, couples, and families (940-382-5112). 
 
Student Services have many programs to enhance and support the experiences of students including 
the Multicultural Center (Links to an external site.), the Pride Alliance and Student Veterans' Affairs.  

Survivor Advocacy 

UNT is committed to providing a safe learning environment free of all forms of sexual misconduct. 
Federal laws and UNT policies prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex as well as sexual misconduct. If 
you or someone you know is experiencing sexual harassment, relationship violence, stalking and/or 
sexual assault, there are campus resources available to provide support and assistance. The Survivor 
Advocates can be reached at SurvivorAdvocate@unt.edu or by calling the Dean of Students Office at 
940-5652648. 

ADA Notifications 

UNT makes reasonable academic accommodation for students with disabilities. Students seeking 
accommodation must first register with the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA) to verify their 
eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will provide a student with an accommodation letter to be 
delivered to faculty to begin a private discussion regarding one’s specific course needs. Students may 
request accommodations at any time, however, ODA notices of accommodation should be provided as 
early as possible in the semester to avoid any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a 
new letter of accommodation for every semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to 
implementation in each class. For additional information see the ODA website.  

https://policy.unt.edu/sites/default/files/untpolicy/pdf/7-Student_Affairs-Academic_Integrity.pdf
https://policy.unt.edu/sites/default/files/untpolicy/pdf/7-Student_Affairs-Academic_Integrity.pdf
mailto:SurvivorAdvocate@unt.edu
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